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Today’s talk
• The region in focus

• The Vaupés as a “small scale” multilingual system 
(Lüpke 2016; Di Carlo 2018; Singer & Vaughan 2018; Pakendorf et al. 2021)

• Ideolog(ies) and assumptions 

• Our questions

• Our project & corpus

• Typology of data

• Methodologies: sociolinguistic, language documentation, collaborative

Toward an interactional approach to multilingualism: Ideologies and 
practices in the northwest Amazon. Language and Communication. 

(Stenzel & Williams 2021) 



Today’s talk
• The region in focus

• The Vaupés as a “small scale” multilingual system 
(Lüpke 2016; Di Carlo 2018; Singer & Vaughan 2018; Pakendorf et al. 2021)

• Ideolog(ies) and assumptions 

• Our questions

• Our project & corpus

• Typology of data

• Methodologies: sociolinguistic, language documentation, collaborative

• Findings

• Explicit ideology at work: excerpts from sociolinguistic interviews

• Implicit ideology at work:  practices in everyday interaction
Not exactly what we expected . . . 

• Implications, questions for further research
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Vaupés language ideology
• Essentialist, overt (Gomez-Imbert 1999; Aikhenvald 2002; Chernela 1989, 

2003, 2004, 2013)

• Patrilect = social identity

• Principle of “language loyalty”

• Hierarchy:  patrilect > matrilect & other lects

• Language “etiquette” norms and practices:

• Highly constrained code-switching, little lexical borrowing 

(excludes national languages)

• Denial/downplaying of repertoires

• Restrained accommodation to languages of others

• “Receptive” multilingualism as expected practice



Case studies

• [Language] alternations observed in spontaneous and unguarded speech 

[can be] motivated by discourse-pragmatic considerations linked to 

previously unidentified connections between ‘indexical ideology’ and 

linguistic practice. (Stenzel & Khoo 2016)

• [In the] Desano community of this study […] neither codeswitching nor 

code-mixing seem to be highly constrained or rigorously avoided  […] in 

contexts of everyday interaction [in which] speakers feel no need to 

police their speech to conform rigidly to expected norms of language 

use ... (Silva 2020)



Our questions and methodologies

• What does it mean to “be multilingual” in the Vaupés? 
• What more can we learn about language use in multilingual setting?
• How do ideologies relate to actual multilingual practices?

• What do people say about how they use languages?
• How do speakers use their linguistic repertoires (in daily life)?

→ documentation and analysis of everyday interaction

• What methodologies can help us investigate whether and how
communicative practices vary across various multilingual 
situations.



Our project
• Grammar and multilingual practices through the lens of everyday 

interaction in two endangered languages in the East Tukano family  
NSF-DEL BCS-1664348 2017-2020 
(Stenzel, Williams, & Barbara Fox)

• Documentation of everyday language

use in Kotiria and Wa’ikhana 

communities 

(+speakers of other languages, 

primarily Tukano)



Recordings: 
Kris, Nick, Indigenous teams (5-12)

250 h raw data

Corpus (ELAR)

20h 

46 
Sociolinguistic

interviews

TRANSCRIBED / 
TRANSLATED

60 h

Collection/MPI1080602

https://elar.soas.ac.uk/Collection/MPI1080602


Types of 
interactional
data

Conversation –
spontaneous, 
informal “talk” in 
contexts of 
everyday life



Types of 
interactional
data

• Interactive tasks –
semi-structured,

using stimuli, e.g.
games, props, films



Types of interactional
data

• Sociolinguistic interviews –with pairs or 
groups, conducted by indigenous team 
members in Kotiria or Wa’ikhana, providing 
extensive commentary on:
• Multilingual acquisition 
• Personal experiences 
• Language use practices
• Perspectives on change, etc.



Language portraits (Busch 2010, 2012) 

Figure 1. Language portraits produced by EG, a 67-year-old Kotiria man (A); AP, a 43-year-old Tariana woman (B); 
and DN, a 25-year-old Kotiria man (C).
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Findings
• Explicit ideology at work:  language=identity

Tipehepʉle tina: “Yʉ’ʉ dahsei ihiedayʉ. Yʉ’ʉ wai’khʉ̃ ihiaha yʉ.” Nii, tii ya’uduhku dʉhka, ya’uhkukali

ihiri ni ya’uduhku mʉhʉatʉ. [… ] Yʉ’ʉ to wai’khũ mahkũ ihia. Yʉ’ʉ wai’khana tii ya’uduhkuere. 

Koedaboali […] yʉ’ʉna yee ihika nimahato malĩye ihika nimahato [W A I]

When I was young, everyone in my village would say: “I’m not Tukano. 

I’m Wa’ikhana.” So, I grew up speaking my language.’ […] I’m the son of 

a Wa’ikhana; I speak the language. I wouldn’t want a different language 

[…] for me, our language is who I am. [JV, WAI man in his 60’s]



• Explicit ideology at work:  language loss 

Bʉonidi malĩ dahseye ya’uduhkugʉ pe’na, bʉonidi, bʉolĩ, bʉolĩ . . . malĩ aã “piri” niali naha. “Piri, mʉ’ʉ

a’tali mʉ’ʉ?” Malĩ dahseye ya’uduhkugʉ̃ saaniali.’ [W A I]

We’re ashamed when we speak Tukano, ashamed, ashamed, ashamed . . .

other Wa’ikhana call us “brother-in-law!” “Brother-in-law, you’ve

arrived!” That’s what they say when we speak Tukano. [JN, WAI man 44]



• Explicit ideology at work:  norm of receptive multilingualism

Pateretha tikorohʉ̃, to ya me’ne, dahsea ya me’ne, o yʉ’ʉhʉ̃, yʉ’ʉre to dahsea ya me’ne yʉ’ʉre to 

nichʉña, dahsea ya me’ne yu’tii. Yo tikorose yʉ’ʉre yu’tiera tire. Õse kotiria ya me’ne yʉ nichʉr̃e

hi’na, dahsea ya me’ne tikoro yu’tia. Thusʉtha yʉ pho’nakãtha. Tinakã phini duruhku phañohare

tinakã hini. [K O T ]

Sometimes (my wife) uses her language, speaks Tukano and I do too, 

(but) when she speaks Tukano with me and I respond in Tukano, then 

she won’t answer me! When I speak in Kotiria with her, she answers in 

Tukano. It’s the same with the children. (That’s why) they can speak 

both languages so well.’ [JM, Kotiria man, 40]



• Explicit ideology at work: dealing with the consequences of social change 

Ã yoa siro yʉ me’ne mahkariro me’ne hina, sã português duruhkuha nihakʉrʉ yʉ’ʉ. 

Patena tiro kotiria ya me’ne nitusʉre. Tiro kotiria yana thʉ’ophañohare nihakʉrʉ, õse

to yana tiro duruhkuerare tiro. Tiro michãkãna õse khõa duruhkutariro hire nihakʉrʉ

yʉ’ʉ hi’na [… ] ti ñarana ya se’re duruhkudua, a’ri kotiria, tua nimarero tihʉ̃tha, a’ri

kotiria, tua nimarero tihʉ̃tha. [KOT ]

‘So, when I’m with my husband, we speak Portuguese, I admit. 

(And) sometimes he speaks a little Kotiria too. He understands everything 

in Kotiria, but he never speaks his own language. The little one is starting 

to talk [...] in Portuguese, I confess, and Kotiria, which is very strong (as 

the dominant village language). [MD] [crck_073 1:21:22-44] 



Why ‘interaction’?

While the nature of the system in the Vaupes lends itself to receptive 
practices and speakers understanding each others’ languages, … 

“(sometimes) speakers may have no choice but to speak one 
another’s languages or a neutral, third language. The difference 
in representation and practice illustrates the contrast between 
the preferences and norms of linguistic loyalty and the realities 
of practice. The latter are far more complex.” (Chernela 2013: 
225)

(cf. also Stenzel & Khoo 2016, Silva 2020)



What have we found?

• Implicit ideology at work: wider range of practices than 
explicit ideology would predict

• Lots of monolingualism

• Less receptive multilingual conversation than expected

• More accommodation than expected

• Code-switching of various types



Monolingual talk 

Interestingly, although 
Vaupés society is 
characterized as highly 
multilingual, a great deal 
of interaction in our 
corpus is actually 
conducted entirely in 
one language.



Receptive multilingualism

When participants each speak 
their ‘own’ language (patrilect), 
even in the rapid turn-taking of 
ordinary conversation

An expected norm, which does 
occur, but not nearly to the 
extent predicted, and attested 
more in couples where wife is 
Tukano speaker
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Accommodation
Speaking one’s patrilect is 

normatively expected and, due to 

marriage patterns, would result in 

‘receptive’ interactions

However, we found many cases of 

accommodation in family settings

For example, a Kubeo mother (ET) 

speaking Kotiria with her Kotiria

husband (CS) and family

ET CS





‘Code-switching’ with Portuguese 



‘Code-switching’

In some cases, a mix of 
receptive and 
accommodating 
practices occur

Might be even more 
pervasive than 
otherwise expected

ES
EG





x



Conclusions

• Beginning to document the ‘greater complexity’ of the ‘realities of 

practice’ in a small-scale multilingual society

• Ideologies of ‘linguistic loyalty’ are reflected in normative 

interactional and communicative practice

• But departures from this norm do occur, including language 

alternation (by individual speakers)

• Language choice is a resource for speakers and must be implicated 

in constructing social action in interaction



Further questions and implications

• Do speakers of East Tukano languages orient to the multiple 

languages as distinct ‘codes’ in everyday interaction? (cf. Gafaranga

and Torras 2002 on Kinyarwanda and French)

• How does what we have documented here compare to interaction 

in other ‘small-scale’ systems? How about ‘polyglossic’ systems?
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